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AL IZ A NIS EN BAU M. CROSS - STITCH , 201 5. O IL ON L I NE N. 20" × 16". COL L ECTION OF THE ARTIST.
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CLOTH AND CANVAS
Cross-stitch, 2015, centers on a handwoven shirt the artist bought in Chiapas, Mexico. To emphasize
the labor involved in its making, Nisenbaum filled the background with stitchlike brushstrokes.
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THE LIFE QUIXOTIC
A frequent Nisenbaum subject, the young Mexican woman depicted in Marissa’s Room, 2015, is surrounded
by her own artworks, her guitar, and a Virgin Mary calendar serving as protection for her family.

ARTISTALIZANISENBAUM’S VOLUNTEER
WORK LED HER TO MAKE BOLD,EMPATHETIC
PORTRAITS OF IMMIGRANTS. WHO
SAYS PAINTING CAN’T BEPOLITICAL?
BY DODIE KAZANJIAN.

T

o pay attention to someone can be a political act,” Aliza Nisenbaum says quietly.
For the last four years, the artist has been
painting portraits of undocumented immigrants (mostly from Mexico and Central
America) in New York City, giving recognition and dignity to individuals who are
often obliged to live in the shadows. Her
work, in which sensitively rendered figures appear in brightly
patterned, semiabstract settings, caught the attention of Whitney Biennial curators Christopher Lew and Mia Locks, and
will appear in the exhibition next month. “She’s clearly not
painting people she finds on Facebook,” says Lew. “There’s a
real back and forth that happens between painter and subject
because they know each other so well.”
Aliza, 39, grew up in Mexico City, the child of a Scandinavian-American mother and a Russian Jewish father.
(Her name, pronounced “Aleeza,” means “happiness” in
Hebrew.) She teaches undergraduate painting and drawing at
Columbia—she is also the director of graduate studies in the
visual-arts program there—lives in Harlem, and does not yet
have a New York gallery, though several are now wooing her.
Five years ago, she volunteered to teach a class at Immigrant
Movement International, a community space in Queens
started by the Cuban-born artist and activist Tania Bruguera.
Recognizing that what her mostly Hispanic students really
needed was to learn English, Aliza says, “I told Tania I would
teach English through feminist art history.” According to
Bruguera, Aliza’s “was one of the iconic workshops in the
project. In her English classes, using images of art history and
women as models, that group not only learned colors, landscapes, and names of objects, they also learned a lot about
themselves. In the process it came out that quite a few of the
women were going through domestic violence, and because of
that, we started another workshop on that subject.”
Aliza’s students responded to her unselfish nature and alert
empathy, and they began telling her stories about how they
came to America. She got so interested in their lives that she
asked many of them if they would sit for portraits, and most
were very happy to comply. “Many of the people I painted
were used to hiding from visibility. But there’s a kind of
mutuality that happens in sitting for a portrait. When you’re
painting, you’re looking at every little part of their face, and
they would ask me about growing up in Mexico City and
how I came here. It’s a very intimate thing.”
All Aliza’s paintings are done from life. She goes to her
sitters’ apartments and their children’s birthday parties, incorporates elements of their lives—fabrics, mosaic tile floors,
brightly colored walls—and invites them to her place, where
she’ll cook for them. She’ll paint the same person multiple
times, sometimes alone, sometimes with children, husband, and
other family members. “The subjects have a say in how they’re
depicted, and what they wear to represent their image,” Aliza
says. One man didn’t like his portrait because she’d painted
him with stubble, so she painted him again—this time without stubble and wearing his best ostrich-leather boots. From
RED FOR ACTION
Nisenbaum at work. She sees portraiture as a way to memorialize
the intricacy of others’ lives. Photographed by Brad Ogbonna.
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the beginning, she made it clear that she wanted to remunerate her sitters for their time. She offered money or art classes
or one of her paintings. “Aliza’s painting of me hangs in my
home along with artworks made by my daughter,” says her
first model from Immigrant Movement. “She earned my
trust almost immediately. We speak the same language—
Spanish—and her modesty, kindness, and the way she listens
closely made me feel comfortable as soon as I met her.”
Aliza’s own family history is complex. Her great-grandfather David Nisenbaum and his family fled the pogroms
in what is now Belarus before World War I and ended up in
Mexico because U.S. immigration laws barred their entry.
Family lore has it that David sold everything, put the money
into a diamond, and brought it over sewn into his daughter’s
favorite floppy doll. (She was told to “hold on to it with your
life.”) Aliza’s Norwegian great-grandmother Grace Gundmanson Kravik fled an arranged marriage with a 45-yearold man when she was fifteen. She eventually got to Seattle,
where she married a Swedish-born ski champion. Aliza’s
future parents met on the Paseo de la Reforma in Mexico
City. Nancy Anderson, who had inherited her grandmother’s
Scandinavian beauty and her willful, adventurous spirit,
made an indelible impression on Samuel Nisenbaum. “She
was the only platinum blonde he had ever seen,” Aliza says.
They married soon afterward and had Aliza and her sister,
Karin, four years younger. (Karin went on to be a child star
in the internationally famous Mexican telenovela Carrusel.)
The family lived in a big house in what was then a semirural
part of town, where they grew their own vegetables and had
a menagerie of ducks, geese, a goat, and many dogs and cats.
Karin was passionately fond of animals, but Aliza, from the
age of three, cared mostly about art. Her mother made paintings of flowers—large, Georgia O’Keeffe–like blooms—and
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taught a willing Aliza to draw and paint. “I really admired
my mom, who converted to Judaism and was supereccentric
and beautiful,” says Aliza. “She wore flower-patterned dresses
and didn’t look like anyone else in my environment. It was
a very exuberant childhood.” Her father’s leather-goods
business took him to New York at least once a year, and he
would bring the family along, introducing Aliza to the art
world there. “I remember seeing a Lucian Freud show, and
a Matisse show at MoMA, and asking my dad to please buy
me the Matisse catalog—which I still have.”
Her parents divorced when she was fourteen. Aliza and
Karin lived with their father in Mexico and spent summers in
St. Louis with their mother and her new husband, a wealthy
Mexican-American whose main interest was butterfly hunting. After a two-year foray into psychology, which she studied in Mexico City, Aliza realized that she was much more
interested in painting. At the School of the Art Institute
of Chicago, where she earned her B.F.A. and M.F.A., she
developed a highly personal, intimate style of painting that
blurred the line between figuration and abstraction, with
bold compositions and flat planes influenced by the great
Mexican muralists—Rivera, Orozco, and María Izquierdo,
whose work she reveres.
While at the Art Institute, Aliza shared a one-bedroom
apartment with her sister, who studied philosophy at the
University of Chicago. Karin introduced Aliza to the work
of the Lithuanian-French philosopher Emmanuel Levinas,
who argued that ethical responsibility and openness to other
people were the beginnings of knowledge. “Levinas says that
all ethics comes from the face-to-face relationship,” Aliza
says, “not from something external.” His thinking has been
a major influence on her work and is clearly evident in her
many-layered, deeply observed portraits.

A LI Z A NI SE NBAU M . ERI N WI TH DAISY IN TH E LO BBY, 20 1 5. OI L O N L IN EN . 24" × 2 2 " . COLLECTION OF THE ARTIST.

LEAF
PEEPERS
Nisenbaum
painted Erin
with Daisy in the
Lobby, 2015,
while on an
artist’s residency
in Knoxville,
Tennessee.

A LI Z A NI SE NBAU M . LA TA LAV ERI TA, SUN DAY M OR NIN G N Y TIM ES, 20 16, OI L O N LINEN, 68" × 8 8" .
CO L LECT ION OF TH E ART IST. COURT ESY T 2 93 GA LL ERY, ROME , AN D M ARY M A RY, GLASGOW.

BETWEEN
THE LINES
La Talaverita,
Sunday Morning
NY Times, 2016,
on show at next
month’s Whitney
Biennial, portrays
Marissa and her
father reading
the news.

Portraits are often said to reveal more about the artist than
the subject, but in Aliza’s work, this is not the case—what you
see is an open, questing approach, an attempt to understand
what cannot ever be fully understood. As Aliza puts it, “The
one phenomenon that you can’t really describe is the face of
another, somehow. I was so interested in that early on.”
Aliza’s studio is in the second bedroom of her modestly
comfortable Harlem apartment. Although she had always
wanted to live in New York City, she stayed in Chicago until
2008 because she had a boyfriend there, and a gallery that
showed her work, which had moved into large-scale abstract
paintings—some of them fourteen feet long. “I was burning
to come here the whole time,” Aliza says. “New York is much
more like Mexico, much more my sensibility.”
When I visit her in Harlem, three immigrant portraits
hang on the studio walls. On the easel is an unfinished still
life, one of a series that shows handwritten letters with
fanciful drawings on them. In the sitting room, a small
portrait of her by the artist Patricia Treib, her closest
friend, hangs on the wall. They went to Fort Greene Park
in Brooklyn one day in the summer of 2015 and made portraits of each other in the act of painting. “We exchanged
them on the spot,” Treib later tells me. “I’ve known her
for seventeen years. We were in a drawing class together at
the Art Institute of Chicago as undergrads, and I felt this
instant kinship.”
Aliza has a small group of friends, whom she sees frequently. She’s still very close to her parents, enjoys windsurfing with her dad in Mexico, and, when we met, was
about to go to India for the first time with three of her
Nisenbaum aunts. On evenings when she’s not out salsa
dancing or at home cooking one of her special Mexican
dishes for friends (such as crepes filled with huitlacoche,

a delicacy that grows on corn), she spends most of her
time reading or painting. She broke up with a longtime
boyfriend last summer.
This year, Aliza will turn 40. Neither she nor Karin, who
now teaches philosophy at Colgate and who married a year
and a half ago, has children yet. “I always thought I was going
to be a mom,” Aliza says, “but the opportunity hasn’t presented itself.” She could see herself adopting a child one day.
“We have actually talked about whether I could have a child
and we could take care of it together,” Karin says, laughing.
“We complement each other in really good ways.”
Treib is the one who introduced Aliza to a lot of young
New York artists, including Josephine Halvorson and
Mira Dancy. “It completely opened my mind to meet
those recent Columbia grads who were really engaged
with painting—working on easels and en plein air. That
revolutionized my thinking, gave me carte blanche to go
back into figurative work.”
The new work turned out to be flower paintings—intense,
eleven-by-eight-inch bouquets of gardenias, roses, or peonies (usually whatever she could find at her local bodega).
Perhaps they are a nod to her mom’s still lifes, but Aliza’s
flowers burst out of the space that encloses them. These
paintings led directly to her immigrant portraits, several of
which were shown in 2014 at the New York art space White
Columns. Three new portraits and the letter painting will
be at the Whitney Biennial. Particularly striking is the very
large, wonderfully tender canvas of a father and daughter on
their turquoise-covered sofa, reading The New York Times.
The front page features the police killing last July of a black
man in his car, filmed by his girlfriend. Like all of Aliza’s
recent works, it’s an indelible image that makes the viewer
stop short and spend time with it. C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 1 8 3
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PERSONAL HISTORIES
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 145

Throughout the world, immigration
has recently become an explosive issue,
but Aliza could not be accused of latching onto this hot topic as a career move;
she started her immigrant portraits more
than four years ago, and the way she
goes about them is deeply sensitive and
far from exploitative. “After coming into
close contact with these people through
my volunteer teaching and seeing how
heroic and inspiring they were to me, I
decided to memorialize them in portraits.
Revolutionary movements are always
made when different people come into
solidarity with each other,” she remarks.
“I hope my work is more complex than
just the issue of immigration.”
Aliza is often frustrated by people
who think painting can’t participate in
political discourse. “Painting is seen as
the market art, and the art that gets seen
as political and intellectual is conceptual,
nonmaterial work,” she says. Nobody
would deny the lasting impact of Goya’s
The Third of May 1808 or Picasso’s Guernica, though, and Aliza is convinced that
painting—and pictorial beauty—is as
relevant today as it has ever been. “Sometimes you can feel that it’s indulgent to
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BY D ISCOU NT E RS. AS I S ALWAYS T HE CAS E IN PU RCH AS ING A N IT E M F ROM A NY WHERE OTHER
THAN THE AUTHORIZED STORE, THE BUYER TAKES A RISK AND SHOULD USE CAUTION WHEN DOING SO.

from Cable Tie bracelet, $80;
christopherkane.com. Jane
Taylor amethyst ring, $3,520;
janetaylor.com.

BIG THINGS, SMALL
PACKAGES
162: iPhone holder (price
upon request), tweed jacket
($6,400), vest ($6,300),
cap ($825), and bracelet
($3,050). Earrings, $355;
Loewe, Miami. Sneakers,
$225; torysport.com. 163:
Velvet coat, $11,000. Hat,
$215; prestonandolivia.com.
Baseball cap, $74; gentsco
.com. Choker, $595;
toryburch.com. Studded
leather bracelets, priced upon
request; rodarte.net. Tea-rose
charm bracelet, $250; coach

make work in the current environment.
But I think this is exactly what artists do.
They heal, they speak. This is when it’s
most urgent to make work. I’m never
going to stop painting.” !

TERMS OF ADORNMENT
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 160

literary critic and the author of Negroland, a memoir that meditates extensively on the collective beauty practices
of black women. Jefferson sees Nelms’s
work as a signal of “the evolving economy” of black beauty. “I lived through
the Afro period [in the 1970s]. Now it’s
like the artist Lorna Simpson’s Wigs.
Straightened one day, then Afro, then
perm,” she says, referencing Simpson’s
1994 lithographic portfolio, which
shows canonical black hairstyles isolated from bodies. Adds Jefferson, “Nikki’s way of doing hair is not signaling
a message of gentility or propriety or
radicalism.” It’s pure aesthetics. There
is no presumption of conforming to the
social demands of “belonging” to blackness, which allows her work to resonate
broadly. After she gave Kravitz a simple,
deconstructed ballerina bun for the November premiere of Fantastic Beasts and
Where to Find Them, Nelms woke up

.com. 164: Fedora, $355;
gigiburris.com. Choker, $125;
similar styles at coach.com.
Studded-leather bracelets,
priced upon request; rodarte
.net. Sandals, price upon
request; marcjacobs.com.
165: Clutch, $8,000.
Green lizard-skin handbag
($25,800) and black leather
handbag ($24,800). Hat,
$88; bananarepublic.com.
Shoes, $1,130; select Marni
boutiques. 166: Skirt at Kirna
Zabête, NYC. Boots, $1,440.
Fedora, $355; gigiburris.com.
Bracelet, $380; loewe
.com. 167: Vetements x
Eastpak bag, price upon
request. Fedora, $355;
gigiburris.com. Baseball cap,
$45; ebbets.com. Bandanna,

$195; coach.com. 168: Bag,
price upon request. Slides,
price upon request. Hat (on
top), $215; prestonandolivia
.com. Fedora, $355;
gigiburris.com. Earring, $150
for pair; toryburch.com.
Studded leather bracelets,
priced upon request; rodarte
.net. Tea-rose charm bracelet,
$250; coach.com.
169: Bandannas, $195
each; coach.com. In
this story: Tailor, Céline
Schira for Christy Rilling
Studio. Manicure, Megumi
Yamamoto.

GOOD NATURED
170: Bracelet (on ankle),
$380; loewe.com. Sandals,
price upon request; select

to a flurry of direct messages inquiring
about how-to instructions.
Still, ideological empathy is essential
to the way Nelms works with Knowles,
whose songs convey unambiguous messages of black pride. “It’s about trust,”
she says, referring to her ability to process
the singer’s precise vision—say, a reference to a canvas by the British figurative
painter Lynette Yiadom-Boakye—into
the Harlem Renaissance–era finger
waves that follow the opening look in
the “Don’t Touch My Hair” video. The
glossy ridges make for a powerful contrast, but Nelms is more interested in
talking execution than plot turns. During the shoot in New Orleans, it started
to rain on set, a potential death knell for
the production and the popular twenties
style. But in her kit, next to pants hangers
to straighten extensions, Downy sheets
to tame static, and a tub of the beautyshop staple Ampro Pro Styl black gel,
Nelms unearthed a handful of simple
metal clips that she used to anchor each
precisely formed peak against the elements. Utilitarian in nature, the deftly
placed accessories read as a considered
silver-tipped detail, and ultimately stayed
in between takes. “I’m not a hair activist,” she insists. “I’m here for beauty.” !

Prada boutiques. On Alisa
and Dina: Skirts, $24;
frenchtoast.com. Tights,
$13; landsend.com. Boots,
$80; drmartens.com. 171:
Belt, $110; lineapelle.com.
Bracelets, $380 each; loewe
.com. On Amir: Sweatpants,
$198; toddsnyder.com. On
Aden: track pants, $100;
similar styles at nike.com.
On both: Adidas slides, $35;
adidas.com. 172–173:
Shirt and skirt, priced upon
request. Earring, $395; j-wanderson.com. 174: Shoes,
$990; Maison Margiela
boutiques. 175: On Patrick:
Wool turtleneck, $730; select
Gucci boutiques. On Adam:
Cashmere turtleneck, $950;
select Gucci boutiques. On

both: Jacket, $1,285; select
Marc Jacobs stores. Bottom
right: Skirt (price upon
request) and loafers ($990);
similar styles at Loewe,
Miami. In this story: Tailor,
Laura Cortese for Christy
Rilling Studio. Manicure, Yuko
Tsuchihashi.

Index 178–179: 1. Trench
coat, $2,595. 3. Necklace,
$8,400. 7. Coat, $2,440.
11. Ring; also at net-a-porter
.com. 13. Bag, $2,400. 19.
Bag, $2,400.
Last look 184: iPhone case,
$5,320; select Louis Vuitton
stores.
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